
Hamburg -
the green metropolis on the river
Elbe

take nothing but pictures,
leave nothing but footprints



Green Projects in
Hamburg

Natürlich Hamburg
Green Roof Strategy
Grün(t)raum Hamburg
Climate Art Fest

Gymnasium rahlstedt



NATÜRLICH HAMBURG! aims to strengthen biodiverse green
spaces and promote urban nature experiences.
Germany's first major conservation project in a large city, covering
6200 hectares, or 8% of Hamburg's land area.
The challenge is to enhance the ecological value of urban green
spaces while preserving their importance to the city's population
as places for recreation, sports, and leisure.
19 nature reserves, 20 parks and green areas, three biotope
networks, and street-side greenery along four major roads.
comprehensive concept to strengthen biodiversity and raise
awareness of the importance of protecting the environment.
As part of the project, the Biennale in Planten un Bloomen
showcases nature-themed gardens designed by international
landscape architects.
Every two years, new areas will be created that reflect the themes
of NATÜRLICH HAMBURG!, incorporating elements of nature
conservation, garden art, and the historical context of the
locations.
The designs aim to inspire people to create insect-friendly green
spaces in their own homes.

Natürlich Hamburg



Green-Roof-Strategy
Hamburg

more living space  less open space
green roofs  improvement of open space and new
recreational / usable areas

Sustainable urban development

green roofs retain rainwater and
evaporate it
reliefs the sewerage system

Life with water

green roofs = total area of 100 hectares
residential housing construction = 44 hectars 
commercial building = 66 hectars
20 per cent can be used as open space

100 hectars of green roofs
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“Grün(t)raum Hamburg”
A garden project in the center of Hamburg:  

Volunteers and students work together to
create a city garden 
the district is becoming greener and more
colorful 
the gardeners learn about the climate and
resource protection 



Climate Art
Fest

started in 2022 (implemented every 2 years)
international and cross-disciplinary art festival
collective, cross-generational art experiences that can
make abstract global issues tangible.
creates room for discussion about finding new ways to
share knowledge and experience
open to all artists and art forms
aims at collectively negotiating future issues through this
interdisciplinary approach and the intertwining of art forms
invites Hamburg artists* to contribute their works and
projects in an open call



The photographer Mandy Barker
depicts birds dying due to trash in the
oceans in her work „STILL“

Julia Nordholz created a visual of the
ice melting in Antarctica - Mellifluous
Signs - making it crackle

Maximilian Glas‘ „Weather constructions“ refers to the flood disaster by using a
3D printer and measuring tools



ANTJE TRUELSEN
  
For the festival, sculptor Antje Truelsen has created a black swan
made of oak wood and feathers made of plastic waste from the Elbe
estuary. In risk research, a black swan refers to a historical, economic,
business or personal event that, on the one hand, was not predicted
by observers and, on the other, has massive consequences.



https://www.europeanarch.eu/city-of-hamburg-wins-good-design-award-as-the-2021-green-city-of-the-year.html

Sources
:

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/05-05-11c/

https://marketing.hamburg.de/sustainability.htm
l
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